In summer, the ice cream vendor comes to town. An ice cream tastes wonderful when the sun is shining and when it is warm outside.

Hugo buys a raspberry ice cream. Great! Such a big cone for me alone, he thinks. Hugo is happy.

Here comes Lucy. She is his best friend. Oh, do I have to share the ice cream with her now? Better not, he thinks.

Hugo hides the ice cream behind his back. Lucy is happy to meet Hugo. She is laughing and talking to him. She tells Hugo a funny story.

Hugo feels something moving behind his back. What can it be? Is there anything wrong with my ice cream?

Lucy feels that Hugo is not interested in her stories. She says, "Bye Hugo, see you later!" Then she leaves.

When Lucy is out of sight, Hugo looks at his cone. It’s empty.

"Ratty, you bastard!" shouts Hugo. The rat has licked away all the ice cream.

Dear Hugo! You’re so selfish. Serves you right!

**ANSWER THE QUESTIONS. USE:** Yes, he is. No, she isn’t. No, he doesn’t. Yes, she does. Etc.

- Is there an ice cream vendor in town? - Yes, there is.
- Is there snow on the street? - ...............
- Does Hugo buy a hot dog? - ..........................
- Is Lucy Hugo’s best friend? - ..........................
- Is Hugo happy to meet Lucy? - ..........................
- Does Hugo offer Lucy some of his ice cream? - ...............
- Does Hugo hide his ice cream? - ..........................
- Is Hugo interested in Lucy’s stories? - ..........................
- Can Hugo eat his ice cream? - ..........................
- Does Ratty like ice cream? - ..........................
- Is the cone empty? - ..........................
- Is Hugo happy? - ..........................